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Abstract. Now-related temporal data play an important role in the medical 
context. Current relational temporal database (TDB) approaches are limited 
since (i) they (implicitly) assume that the span of time occurring between the 
time when facts change in the world and the time when the changes are 
recorded in the database is exactly known, and (ii) do not explicitly provide an 
extended relational algebra to query now-related data. We propose an approach 
that, widely adopting AI symbolic manipulation techniques, overcomes the 
above limitations. 
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1   Introduction 
Most clinical data are naturally temporal. To be meaningfully interpreted, patients’ 
symptoms, laboratory test results and, in general, all clinical data must be paired with 
the time in which they hold (called valid time henceforth). The research about 
temporal data has demonstrated that designing, querying and modifying time-varying 
relational tables requires a new set of techniques [1]. In the medical area, several 
TDB approaches have been devised. For instance, Chronus II [2] has provided an 
implementation of a subset of the “consensus” approach TSQL2 [3] (which is the 
basis of the recent SQL:2011 standard), and Das and Musen have focused on 
temporal indeterminacy [4]. In the recent years, we have extended such a basic core 
of results to face with the telic/atelic distinction [5], periodically repeated data [6], 
and proposal vetting [7], proposing the adoption of AI symbolic manipulation 
techniques in the TDB context. In this paper, we continue such a line of research, 
facing “now-related” data, to cope with data such as “John is in the Intensive Care 
Unit (ICU henceforth) from January 10 to now”. We call valid-time “now-related” 
those facts (tuples) starting in the past and still valid until the current time, as in 
John’s example. Such data are very frequent in the medical context, where specific 
attention has to be devoted to patient symptoms, treatments, measurements holding at 
the current time. Recent TDB approaches have identified four different ways to 
implement “now” in a standard relational database, using (i) NULL, (ii) the smallest 
 timestamp (MIN approach), (iii) the largest timestamp (MAX approach), or (iv) 
degenerate zero-point intervals (POINT approach) (see, e.g., [8]). However, such 
approaches have three main limitations: (1) they propose models to store data, but 
(except (iv)) no algebra to query them, (2) implicitly or explicitly follow the 
semantics by Clifford et al. [9], in which “now-related” tuples are interpreted 
assuming that the span of time occurring between (the time of) a change of the world 
and (the time of) the database update (henceforth called latency) is exactly known, 
and (3) they cannot cope with bounds on the future persistence of now-related facts. 
In this paper, we propose a new TDB approach overcoming the above limitations.  
2   Now-related facts and latency of updates 
All TDB approaches are (explicitly or implicitly) based on Clifford et al.’s semantics 
[9]; most of them assume that all “current” data remain current unless they are 
modified, which corresponds to assuming latency equal to zero. This is a severe 
limitation, since generalized relations cannot be treated [10]. The effect of such an 
assumption can be shown on Example 2 below (asserted at time 14). 
Example 2. John is hospitalized in ICU from January 10 to NOW.  
On January 14 (the time of assertion), we are certain that John has been in ICU on 
January 10, 11, 12 and 13 (homogeneously with treatment of ‘now’ in transaction 
time in BCDM [11], we assume that NOW is excluded. Notice, however, that our 
approach is mostly independent of such a choice). Possibly, John may stay in ICU all 
January 14, and on the 15, and so on, but this is not certain. Then, let us look at the 
same information two days after, i.e., on January 16, supposing that no modification 
has been done in the TDB. Clearly, if latency were known, the fact that the TDB has 
not been changed would provide us an additional knowledge. For instance, if the 
latency is 0, we are certain that John was in ICU also on January 14 and 15; if latency 
is 1 (i.e., facts are recorded one day after they happen in the real world), we are only 
certain that John has been in ICU also on January 14. However, in the more general 
case in which latency is unknown (which is more realistic in several medical 
domains), the valid time of now-related tuples depends only on the time when the 
now-related fact is asserted (henceforth called assertion time), and it is independent of 
the value of NOW. Indeed, if latency is unknown, the fact that the TDB has not been 
changed until January 16 (or, in general, any time t greater than 14) does not provide 
any additional information. Maybe John has been dismissed on January 14, but this 
fact has not been recorded yet (e.g., due to a long-term strike of data entry clerks). In 
general, if no assumption can be made on when changes in the modeled world are 
recorded in the TDB the (intended) meaning of “the fact f holds from tstart to NOW”, 
asserted at time ta (i.e., NOW=ta when the fact is asserted) is that f holds at each time 
unit from start to ta (excluded), and it will end sometime in the future (i.e., some time 
after ta). In other words, the semantics of NOW (with unknown latency) involves 
temporal indeterminacy in the future with respect to the assertion time ta (notice that 
assertion time may differ from the time of insertion of the fact in the DB –i.e., from 
transaction time– and is related with Combi and Montanari’s availability time [12]). 
In the following, we provide a relational model covering such an intuition.  
 3   1NF Relational Data Model 
In this section, we propose a compact 1NF representation for now-related tuples, 
considering valid time, coping with unknown latency and with now-bounded tuples.  
Definition: pn-tuple and pn-relation. Given a schema (𝐴#, … , 𝐴&) where each 𝐴( 
represents a non-temporal attribute on the domain Di, a pn-relation 𝑟*& is an instance 
of the schema (𝐴#, … , 𝐴&|  𝑉𝑇𝑠, 𝑉𝑇𝑎, 𝑉𝑇𝑒) defined over the domain 𝐷#×  …  ×  𝐷&  ×  𝑇4  ×  𝑇4  ×  𝑇4 , where 𝑇4  is the domain of chronons [3]. For each instance of the 
schema, 𝑉𝑇𝑠 ≤ 𝑉𝑇𝑎   ≤   𝑉𝑇𝑒. Each tuple 𝑥   =    𝑎#, … , 𝑎&   𝑣9, 𝑣:, 𝑣;) ∈ 𝑟*& is termed 
a pn-tuple (“pn” stands for possibly now-related).  
Intuitively speaking, and considering a valid-time now-related tuple, 𝑉𝑇𝑠 represents 
the starting time of valid time, 𝑉𝑇𝑎 the assertion time, and 𝑉𝑇𝑒 the future bound for 
‘now’ (the value cmax –the maximum possible time in 𝑇4– is used in case no bound 
has to be modelled, see first row of Table 1). Example 3, at the granularity of days, 
can be expressed in our model as shown by the second row of Table 1. Notice that, in 
our representation, time intervals are closed to the left and open to the right. 
Example 3. A patient that reaches the emergency department (henceforth ER) can be 
kept under observation for a maximum period of two days. Afterwards, (s)he must be 
moved to another ward. Tom was hospitalized in the ER on April 4. Such fact was 
asserted on day April 5. 
Intuitively speaking, the second row of Table 1 represents the fact that we are certain 
that Tom is in the ER on April 4, and will possibly stay there one more day (until 
April 6, excluded). In our model, tuples that are not now-related can still be 
represented, using the convention introduced in Property 1.  
Table 1. Pn-relation representation of Examples 2, 3 and 4. 
Patient Ward VTs VTa VTe 
John ICU Jan 10 Jan 14 cmax 
Tom ER Apr 4 Apr 5 Apr 6 
Bill Cardiac Surgery Aug 16 Aug 31 Aug 31 
Property 1: consistent extension (wrt TSQL2). Any not now-related tuple can be 
easily represented as a special case of the above representation, in which 𝑉𝑇𝑎 = 𝑉𝑇𝑒.  
Thus, pn-relations can include heterogeneous types of tuples, in the sense that any of 
them, independently of the others, may be now-related or not. For instance, Table 1 
represents both the now-related facts of Examples 2 and 3 (first and second rows) and 
the not now-related fact that Bill has been hospitalized in the Cardiac Surgery ward 
from August 16 to 30 (third row). 
4   Relational Algebra 
Our representation models temporal indeterminacy in a compact and implicit way. 
The interval [𝑉𝑇𝑠, 𝑉𝑇𝑎) is the span of time in which the fact certainly occurs, while [𝑉𝑇𝑎, 𝑉𝑇𝑒) is the span of future time in which the fact might hold (resembling Das 
 and Musen’s intervals of uncertainty [4]). Thus, for instance, the first row of Table 1 
is a compact representation of the fact that John is in ICU from 10 to 13, or from 10 
to 14, or … or from 10 to cmax. We provide a temporal extension to Codd’s relational 
algebra operators in such a way that our operators directly operate on our implicit 
1NF representation, but are consistent with such an underlying semantics. 
Additionally, our temporal relational operators are reducible to TSQL2 ones (which, 
in turn, are reducible to standard Codd’s operators). Reducibility grants for the 
interoperability of our approach to TSQL2-based ones, and with standard DBMS. For 
the sake of brevity, only Cartesian product is reported. We follow the TSQL2 
notation; x[X] represents the value of attribute X in the tuple x. 
Definition (Cartesian product). Given two pn-relations 𝑟*& and 𝑠*&  defined on the 
schemas R: (A1, …, An | VTs, VTa, VTe) and S: (B1, …, Bm | VTs, VTa, VTe) 
respectively (where A1, …, An and B1, …, Bm represent the non-temporal attributes), 
the Cartesian product 𝑟*&×*&𝑠*& has schema (A1, …, An , B1, …, Bm | VTs, VTa, VTe) 
and is defined as follows:  𝑟*&×*&𝑠*& = {𝑥  \  ∃  𝑥1 ∈ 𝑟*& ∧   ∃  𝑥2 ∈ 𝑠*& ∧  
 𝑥 𝐴#, … , 𝐴& =   𝑥1 𝐴#, … , 𝐴& ∧ 𝑥 𝐵#, … , 𝐵E = 𝑥2 𝐵#, … , 𝐵E ∧ 
 𝑥 𝑉𝑇𝑠 =   𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑥1 𝑉𝑇𝑠 , 𝑥2 𝑉𝑇𝑠 ∧  𝑥 𝑉𝑇𝑎 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑥1 𝑉𝑇𝑎 , 𝑥2 𝑉𝑇𝑎 , 𝑥 𝑉𝑇𝑠 ) ∧   
 𝑥 𝑉𝑇𝑒 =   𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑥1 𝑉𝑇𝑒 , 𝑥2 𝑉𝑇𝑒  ∧ 𝑥[𝑉𝑇𝑠] < 𝑥[𝑉𝑇𝑒]}. 
 
Cartesian product manages the non-temporal attributes 𝐴#, … , 𝐴&, 𝐵#, … , 𝐵E  in a 
standard (i.e., Codd’s) way and it evaluates the intersection of the “certain” (i.e., 
[x1[Vts],x1[VTa]) ∩ [x2[Vts],x2[VTa])) and “possible” times of the paired tuples.  
5   Conclusions and future work 
Now-related temporal data play an important role in the medical context, where 
specific attention is devoted to patient symptoms, treatments, measurements holding 
at the current time. Current relational approaches to now-related data assume that the 
“latency” of updates is known and do not explicitly provide an extended relational 
algebra to query them (except the POINT approach [8]). We propose an approach 
that, adopting AI techniques, overcomes such limitations, and we analyze its 
properties (reducibility). In our future work, we aim at extending our approach to 
cope also with transaction time, considering also cases in which the latency of 
updates is known. Also, in this paper, we considered only the temporal indeterminacy 
derived from now-related tuples, and we want to extend it to deal with more general 
cases (as, e.g., in [9], where, notably, temporal indeterminacy is not used to cover the 
semantics of “now”). Finally, a major extension would consist in the addition of 
suitable AI-based mechanisms to deal with persistence. Indeed, in this paper, we 
suppose that no additional knowledge is available with respect to the facts in the 
TDB, so that each of them can persist from the assertion time to a future bound (or, if 
it is missing, forever). This resembles McCarthy’s inertia principle [13], which was 
extended by McDermott [14] considering the typical lifetime of facts. Recent AI 
approaches have investigated a knowledge-based analysis of persistence. In particular, 
considering the medical domain, Shahar has studied persistence in the general context 
 of data interpolation, considering both forward and backward persistence, and 
stressing the fact that it depends on the concepts, concepts’ values, and even context 
[15]. 
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